How To Time Forex Trades Perfectly:
Increase Your Win Ratio & Profit Consistently
I’ve realized what I’ve been doing wrong all this time. Now I know that I’ve got a real advantage over other traders because I actually understand the market. I can’t tell you how good that feels to have no confusion or fear.

- Oliver, from USA
Hi, I’m James Edward and I’ve run a successful Forex hedge fund for over a decade. I’ve learned from some of the most powerful and profitable traders in the world including billionaire John Henry.

And I’ll show you exactly why pro traders have such an easy time profiting from amateur traders EVERY SINGLE DAY!
Individual Currency Analysis

This is how the pros consistently pick out high probability, low risk trade set ups. By pairing the strongest individual currency VS the weakest individual currency and then waiting for momentum that can push price in the direction of the established trend.

Imagine how much better your win/loss ratio would be if you could see which currencies were strong, which were weak and exactly when momentum was pushing price in the market.

Do you see how much would be in your favor on that trade?

LISTEN...Nobody (including the wealthiest traders in the world) have a crystal ball that can predict market movements. That’s all complete BS and the reason why you can’t become a consistently profitable trader is because of your never ending pursuit of this “Holy Grail”. But, what these Pros do consistently is place the odds in their favor by reading the market correctly.
So many amateur traders pick “favorite pairs” to watch, the most popular being the EUR/USD. Well the EUR/USD chart doesn't tell you anything. You need to look at what the EUR is doing and at the same time look at what the USD is doing to really know what's going on and IF there is a trading opportunity at all.

Look at our Currency Strength Indicator Below:

The EUR (pink line) is strong (above the dotted zero line) and trending up with a lot of current momentum in the market, which would be a good currency to go long on (BUY).

However, the USD (blue line) is also strong (above the dotted zero line) but trading flat, which indicates no momentum on that currency. So why then would you trade that pair? If you are looking at only the EUR/USD pair on 1 chart, there is no way you would know what's truly going on in the market. You are trading blind. A pro already knows this PAIR won’t move and therefore can avoid a choppy, sideways (and unprofitable) situation.

You've probably been in these frustrating situations where you get whipsawed around and stopped out several times trying to “guess” the direction of the move, am I right?

On the flip side, a pro trader who is looking at all of the currencies individually and therefore has eyes on the entire market would easily see that the AUD (orange line) is the weakest currency right now and trending down indicating current momentum. When you then pair the strongest (EUR) VS the weakest (AUD) with both showing current momentum, you get a move like this:

From our entry point (when we saw the indicator above), price on the EUR/AUD moves 35 pips within 5 minutes. So not only was this a high probability, low risk trade set up because you are pairing the strongest VS weakest but waiting for current momentum in the market gives you perfect timing as well!

Most amateurs wouldn't even be looking at a pair like the EUR/AUD. This is how pros grab profits seemingly out of thin air in the Forex market.

So learn this lesson now, as it will be at the very core of ALL your future trading: The secret is Individual Currency Analysis.

Break the pairs apart, and you have the start of proper, insight rich analysis.

Of course, we have many additional rules and tricks of the trade you'll discover but you can see the core of what we teach and how powerful it is.
The EUR (pink line) is above the zero line and has really been the only strong currency so far during the session. The USD (blue line) just recently crossed down through the zero line showing weakness.

But, the key to this are the steep lines on both of these currencies.

See how the pink EUR line is sharply spiking up on the far right side?

At the same time, the blue USD line is sharply spiking down.

The angle of these two lines are almost identical but moving in opposite directions. This forms a perfect cone shaped pattern between these two currencies which is what I look for (diverging from each other).

This shows current momentum in the market. This is how you time your trades, so that you are moving in the direction of the trend with the price action and momentum of the market, without waiting around and getting caught up in a sideways, choppy market that may stop you out.

**By picking the strongest currency vs the weakest currency and then waiting for this momentum, you are picking out the highest probability, lowest trade setup that has the potential to move in the shortest amount of time.**
EUR/USD BUY

Now let’s look at the chart at the exact time I saw this on the indicator:

In this case, from my entry point (when I saw the move on the indicator) price moves 140 pips in 20 minutes. Now, I’m not saying you would grab all 140 pips. I’m simply illustrating the kind of move that corresponds to what I’m seeing on the indicator and more importantly how quickly this happens. Notice how you are not waiting around and there is no pullback. Price drives straight up.

**IMPORTANT NOTE:** Notice how before this move the chart shows a sideways, choppy market. How many times have you been caught in this type of trade where it whipsawed you around and even may stop you out before you get the big move that you knew was coming? I know it used to happen to me a lot. This is where the indicator and this type of analysis can confirm a trade that your system or strategy has identified and then gives you the perfect timing for entry.

If you were trading a breakout strategy looking to get a quick 20 pip profit, you would have had a winning trade within 5 minutes. If you held a bit longer, you could have had over 50 pips of profit within 10-15 minutes.
In this example, the red GBP line is clearly the weakest currency and it's spiking sharply down indicating huge momentum.

**IMPORTANT NOTE:** You could have also picked the GBP/USD especially considering the blue USD line is the strongest and also spiking up (and got a great result as well). Through experience, you will start getting a feel for which pairs may give you a better move.

With this in mind, the currency I chose to pair against the GBP was the JPY. It's also above the zero line and currently spiking up.

Again, you can see the cone shaped divergence on these two currencies.
Let’s look at the chart:

This chart shows a couple things. First, you see by pairing the strongest currency with the weakest currency, you got in on the right side of the trend. This pair moved down throughout the session 117 pips. However, I don’t want to focus on that move since it did take some time to get there.

What I want you to notice is again, right after a sideways, choppy market, we enter perfectly as the move starts. It spikes down 30 pips within 10 minutes and eventually over 40 pips within a half hour. Again, perfect timing on a breakout strategy to grab that 20-50 pips quickly and easily.
Here is another obvious example. The yellow JPY line which is above the dotted zero line and thus showing strength, spikes up with huge momentum. At the same time, the pink EUR line shows a similar spike to the downside.
Again, let's ignore the big move. Price immediately moves 20 pips in your favor within 5 minutes, 40 pips within 15-20 minutes and over 50 pips within 35-40 minutes. There is no waiting around being bounced around and possibly even stopped out. You are waiting for confirmed momentum in the market and timing your entry perfectly.

Also, look at the market before the entry. Even though the trend was going down, which your strategy or system may have identified, the market chopped and pulled back a couple times before heading the right way. This type of situation has probably frustrated you in the past. You had the right move, but the wrong timing caused a loss, when it should've been a win.
The GBP (red line) has clearly been the strongest currency all session but it’s kind of just been floating upwards. Now, we get a spike on the far right side indicating momentum is coming into the market.

On the weak side, the NZD (lavender line) has a steep line down. Again, you see the cone shaped divergence between the two which tells you this is the pair to trade and the timing is right.
So in this example, I see the pair has been drifting up before the NY open, which I also saw on our indicator (the GBP line slowly trending up). But, once the NY opens, I get that quick spike up of 52 pips within 5-10 minutes. The perfect timing is due to the momentum that was shown on the indicator (of course, when it involves a strong currency vs a weak currency).

Since this is a breakout trade at the open, you could have put a pending stop order in 10 pips above the current market price and let it go ("set and forget"). The advantage to this is if the trend continued up, your order would be triggered on the way up with momentum on your side. If not, your order most likely never gets triggered and you risk nothing.

IMPORTANT NOTE: How many times have you traded the GBP/NZD pair? That's another huge advantage of individual currency strength analysis. It opens up the entire market to you and gives you the highest probability, lowest risk trade set ups regardless of the “pair”. If you are stuck only analyzing your favorite few pairs, then you are closing yourself off from the market and have little chance of success. The pros don't trade like this!
The CAD (green line) is clearly the strongest currency and now is showing huge momentum with a spike up on the far right side. The EUR has been trending weaker but now shows a lot of momentum to the downside with a big spike down.
Again, right at the open of the session, you get a quick 40 pip move within 20 minutes.

**IMPORTANT NOTE:** Look at how big the move is before our entry at the open (trending downward). However, at certain points during this long move down, you could have easily been stopped out on pull backs depending on where you entered. I’m sure you’ve experienced this in the past. Right move, wrong time. By waiting for that confirmation of momentum, you get a nice clean move almost immediately.
In this example, you have multiple currency choices. On the upside, the EUR (pink line) and CHF (turquoise line) both have steep lines showing current momentum. However, the EUR is the better choice because it’s currently the strongest currency and has been above the dotted zero line for quite some time.

On the downside, the CAD (green line), AUD (orange line) and NZD (purple line) are all spiking down at pretty much the same angle. The NZD is the choice because it’s the weakest and has been below the dotted zero line for a while.
On this chart, I’ve marked an entry zone that represents around 10 minutes of trading time. The reason for this is to show that even when you see extreme momentum on the indicator, you have time to recognize it and take action. Even if you hesitate and wait until you are absolutely sure, you still get into this move nice and early.

The pair goes up 100 pips but as we talked about earlier, concentrate on the quick breakout gains you could have within the first 5-15 minutes. We have a gain of 20 pips within the first, five minute bar. Price moves beyond the 50 pip mark within 30 minutes.
The EUR (pink line) is clearly the strongest currency with a huge spike up. Momentum has come into the market pushing it further up.

The CAD (green line) is very weak and has a spike down. AUD could also be chosen here but the CAD is weaker and spiking down at a sharper angle.
Within 30 minutes, I get a nice clean move up 76 pips. 20 pips was gained within 5 minutes, 40 pips within 15 minutes and over 50 pips in about 20 minutes.

Also, again, look at what the market was doing before my entry. It was moving up, but there were a few patterns of sideways action and a lot of whipsaw back and forth which are conditions that cause stop losses to be triggered. **So even if your system and strategy picked this pair and the right direction, did it pick the EXACT RIGHT TIME?**
This is a textbook example of what CCT teaches. The AUD is the strongest currency and sharply turning up. The JPY is the weakest and sharply turning down. Look at how clear the divergence here is between the pairs moving in complete opposite directions with huge momentum in the market. Notice that classic cone shape between them.
This pair trades sideways for a few bars (about 15 minutes) before shooting up 50 pips over the next 15 minutes (about 30 minutes total). You can see it dipped maybe 3-4 pips below my entry at one point but no real danger of being stopped out.

**IMPORTANT NOTE:** Again, I point out the market conditions before my entry. Look at how sideways and choppy those conditions are. These are conditions you want to avoid and you would have easily seen no momentum in the market on the indicator. These currencies were moving sideways on our indicator and that corresponds to the exact price movement on the chart.
Look at how much momentum is on the JPY, it’s spiking almost straight up. It almost doesn’t matter what you pair this with considering that strong of a move, but let’s look at the best option on the weak side.

The EUR has been the weakest and has now turned sharply down.
You can see this pair just free falls over 80 pips within 30 minutes from when I noticed the momentum on the indicator. A 20 pip target could have been reached within 5-10 minutes and over 50 pips within 15 minutes.

**IMPORTANT NOTE:** If you aren’t even looking at the EUR/JPY, then you have no idea that this move happened or that it was the highest probability, lowest risk trade set up at the time. Again, you are not trading the entire market which limits you. **Pro traders trade the entire market!**

To learn more about how to perfectly time your Forex trades and a breakout strategy that can consistently get you 20-50 pips at the NY and London open, attend one of our free webinars with James Edward.

[ATTEND WEBINAR]
1. Learn the most powerful **EDGE** that hedge fund managers have over amateur traders that allow them to **profit consistently**.

2. Discover a **proven, profitable** strategy that can grab you 20-50 pips at the NY and London open in **addition** to any strategy/system you already use. You’ll even learn how to **set and forget** the trades so you don’t have to be in front of the computer.

3. Learn how to effectively use our currency strength analysis indicator to pick out the **highest probability, lowest risk** trade set ups at any given moment and **time entries and exits perfectly**.

**REGISTER NOW**
You have literally turned my trading around.
- **Christy, Australia**

The results I'm getting from my trading now are great. I never thought I'd find someone willing to teach me the way you have, so once again thank you.
- **Marcus, from UK**

It has been so refreshing to find someone as honest and upfront as you are. This is the first time I've felt I'm dealing with someone in forex that I can trust and I want you to know that it really means a lot to me. Thank you
- **Brandley, from USA**
Complete Currency Trader has gone from strength to strength - in a relentless pursuit of both quality and results. In a profession where profit over loss is the only thing that counts, CCT has redefined the field of forex education and continues to forge the most acclaimed reputation in the industry today.

Since inception, James Edward’s vision of excellence continues to guide our beliefs, actions and ambitions. Located in London, Complete Currency Trader is the definitive trader development company, delivering the most accomplished training for the world’s most lucrative financial market.

For more information, visit: CompleteCurrencyTrader.com
Trading foreign exchange on margin carries a high level of risk, and may not be suitable for everyone. Past performance is not indicative of future results. The high degree of leverage can work against you as well as for you. Before getting involved in foreign exchange you should carefully consider your personal venture objectives, level of experience, and risk appetite. The possibility exists that you could sustain a loss of some or all of your initial deposit and therefore you should not place funds that you cannot afford to lose. You should be aware of all the risks associated with foreign exchange trading, and seek advice from an independent financial advisor if you have any doubts. The information contained in this web page does not constitute financial advice or a solicitation to buy or sell any Forex contract or securities of any type. MTI will not accept liability for any loss or damage, including without limitation any loss of profit, which may arise directly or indirectly from use of or reliance on such information.

Please read our RISK DISCLAIMER and PRIVACY POLICY for more information.